Finally, section 6 concludes with some discussion of the convergence between our results and those in McCarthy & Pruitt (to appear) , where it is shown that lexical foot structure is also incompatible with HS.
Tone association in Kikuyu
In Kikuyu, tone association is fully predictable (Clements & Ford 1979 , Clements 1984 : the first tone is associated with the first two syllables, and each subsequent tone is associated with the syllable immediately following the morpheme that supplied it.
(1) Example a. Clements (1984: 290, 298) identifies just two non-conforming situations.
In Clements & Ford's (1979) analysis, surface structures like (2) are obtained from underlying representations in which tones are lexically listed with morphemes but not autosegmentally associated with them. The underlying forms of the morphemes in (1) are therefore: /to, L/; /ma, H/; /rɔr, L/; and /ir-ɛ, H/. In the first step of the derivation, a languageparticular rule associates the initial L with the second syllable: (2) After initial tone association rule L H L H  tomarɔrir From this point forward, universal tone association conventions take over. They cause the remaining unlinked tones to be linked one-to-one, from left to right, to the toneless syllables: (3) After one-to-one left-to-right association L H L H     tomarɔrir The universal tone association conventions also cause the initial L to spread to the toneless initial syllable, yielding the surface form in (1)b.
It sometimes happens that there are as many tones as syllables. Since the first tone takes up two syllables, a tone is left over after one-to-one left-to-right association. One possible disposition of the left-over tone is that it becomes part of a contour tone. Kikuyu allows rising tones on the final syllable, as in (4): (4) Final rising tone (Clements & Ford 1979: 191) L L H L L H      moraŋɡi → moraŋɡi ‗bamboo' ut if the tonal contour is forbidden, then the left-over tone remains floating. For example, ikuyu does not allow contour tones falling from H to L extra low . s a result, the L tone remains floating in (5), where its presence can be inferred from its role in the downstep system (Clements & Ford 1979: 203ff.) :
The assumption that tones are lexically unassociated with their sponsoring morphemes is essential to Clements & Ford's analysis. It is precisely because the non-initial tones are unassociated in (2) that the universal tone association conventions produce (3). If, on the contrary, tones were associated in underlying representation, then the immediate output of the initial tone association rule would look like this: (6) After initial tone association rule, underlying linked tones L H L H       tomarɔrir The universal tone association conventions are no guide through the complex chain of operations that would be needed to get from (6) to the surface form in (1)b. Thus, the assumption that tones are unassociated in underlying representation is doing real work in Clements and Ford's analysis. 
Kikuyu tone association in Harmonic Serialism
In the view of Clements and Ford (1979) , one-to-one left-to-right association of tones with syllables is the default pattern cross-linguistically. To analyze this pattern in HS (or OT generally), constraints of four types are required:
(i) Constraints against floating tones and toneless syllables, which approximate the effects of Goldsmith's (1976a) Well-formedness Condition for autosegmental phonology. These constraints motivate tone-syllable association.
(7) NO-FLOAT (NO-FL) Assign one violation mark for every tone that is not associated with a syllable.
(8) HAVE-TONE (HAVE-T)
Assign one violation mark for every syllable that is not associated with a tone. (ii) Constraints against skipping tones or syllables in the process of association. They ensure that association iterates directionally.
(9) NO-SKIP(tone) (NO-SK(t)) Assign one violation mark for every unlinked tone that is preceded and followed (at any distance) by linked tones. (10) NO-SKIP(syllable) (NO-SK(s)) Assign one violation mark for every unlinked syllable that is preceded and followed (at any distance) by linked syllables. (iii) A constraint requiring the initial tone to link to the initial syllable. This accounts for the default left-to-right direction.
(11) LINK-INITIAL (LNK-INIT) Assign a violation mark if the initial tone is not linked to the initial syllable. (iv) The faithfulness constraint IDENT(tone), which is violated once for each change in an association line. (Because deletion and insertion of tones are not in general at issue here, we assume that MAX(tone) and DEP(tone) are undominated.) None of these constraints is really new; see Myers (1997) or Yip (2002) , among others, for similar proposals.
In HS far more than in P-OT, the details of the candidate generator GEN are important, because GEN determines exactly how much a candidate can differ from its input. The natural assumption for autosegmental phonology is that GEN can insert or delete exactly one association line at a time. We also make the standard assumption that GEN cannot produce structures with crossing association lines.
We will illustrate this system with an HS analysis of a hypothetical language with left-toright tone association. (This language is essentially Kikuyu without tone shift.) The underlying representation consists of segmental material for four syllables and an equal number of unassociated tones. The derivation in (12) is typical of what the analysis has to do: (12) Derivation for left-to-right language Underlying
Step 1
Step 2 Step 3
Step 4 Step
The candidates available at the first step of the derivation, some of which are shown in tableau (13), consist of all the ways of linking one tone to one syllable, plus the faithful candidate. The faithful candidate (13)b loses because the faithfulness constraint IDENT(tone) is ranked below NO-FLOAT and HAVE-TONE. The others (13)c,d lose because LINK-INITIAL favors candidate (13)a, where the first tone and first syllable are associated with one another.
At step 2 (tableau (14)), the no-skipping constraints are important. NO-FLOAT and HAVE-TONE continue to compel tone association, and the no-skipping constraints determine that the next tone and syllable associated must be adjacent to the last tone and syllable associated. (14)
Step 2 of one-to-one left-to-right association
The derivation continues like this until it converges at step 5. The derivation in (13)- (14) involves an example with equal numbers of tones and syllables. When the number of syllables is larger than the number of tones, as in (15), then the last tone will spread to any toneless syllables because of HAVE-TONE. When the number of tones is larger, as in (16), NO-FLOAT will force creation of a contour tone, unless some higher ranking constraint prevents it.
Kikuyu follows this pattern in all respects except one: it requires the first tone to be linked to two syllables. Although Clements (1984: 330--331) has an interesting proposal about why this should be so, in the interest of simplicity we will opt here for an ad hoc constraint:
Assign a violation mark if the initial tone is linked to fewer than two syllables. We now have the resources we need to analyze Kikuyu. Since /tomarɔrirɛ, LHLH/ contains five syllables and four tones, there are 20 ways of adding a single association line to it at step 1. That is the candidate set. Only one of these candidates satisfies LINK-INITIAL, which is the only constraint (other than faithfulness) that distinguishes among them, as tableau (18) shows.
At the second step, the available options include spreading the first tone (19)a, doing nothing (19)b, one-to-one linking (19)c, creation of a contour tone (19)d, and delinking (19)e.
Spreading of the first tone is required by INITIAL-PLATEAU. For it to take precedence over oneto-one linking, INITIAL-PLATEAU has to dominate NO-FLOAT:
Observe that delinking of the previously associated tone, as in (19)e, is harmonically bounded by the winner (19)a. This will become important when we consider the effects of lexical associations. One-to-one left-to-right association prevails at the next step of the derivation, where it is favored by the no-skipping constraints. In this respect, the Kikuyu step-3 tableau (20) is identical with the step-2 tableau of the hypothetical example in (14) .
The pattern of one-to-one left-to-right association continues at step 4:
At step 5, the last unlinked tone associates with the last unlinked syllable:
Finally, at step 6, the derivation converges on the correct surface form:
The analysis just presented is strictly structure-building. The original inputs to the system have no tone-syllable associations, and the ultimate outputs have no toneless syllables and floating tones only when contours are impossible. Structure is built in a strictly monotonic fashion: at no point was it optimal to remove an association line. ikuyu's monotonic structure-building derivations are, moreover, monotonically harmonically improving with respect to HAVE-TONE and NO-FLOAT. Each added association line improves performance on one or more of these constraints. Removing association lines only degrades performance, making the representation less harmonic rather than more.
Effect of lexical tone linking
This analysis, which was worked out under the assumption that tones are unassociated in the lexicon, fails when confronted with lexical associations. To show this, we will examine the threshold case, where every tone is lexically linked, and show that the HS analysis is unable to bring it into conformity with the with the observed regularities of tone association in Kikuyu.
An adequate grammar of Kikuyu needs to map the underlying representation in (24)a to the surface representation in (24)b:
patakasa This requirement follows because the grammar has to capture some basic generalizations about tone in this language: the underying tones of non-initial, non-final morphemes appear one syllable to their right in the surface form; the first two syllables have a level tone; and contour tones are confined to the final syllable. Section 3 presented a grammar that captures these generalizations when the underlying form has only unlinked tones. As we will now show, the same grammar is unable to accomplish the mapping in (24), which means that it is sometimes unable to capture these generalizations when the underlying representation has linked tones.
At step 1, INITIAL-PLATEAU prevails, and the first tone spreads to the second syllable, creating a LH contour tone on it, as in (25):
At step 2, the grammar converges on the output of Step 1:
This is not a welcome result. Starting from an underlying representation where tones and tonebearers are linked one-to-one, the grammar produces a result with a contour tone on the second syllables. This is at odds with the facts of Kikuyu, which allows contour tones only on the final syllable. The source of this problem is evident from (26). To get from (26)a to a final result that has a contour tone on the final syllable, the H linked to the second syllable needs to shift to the third syllable, forcing the L on the third syllable to shift to the fourth and final syllable. (In longer words, obviously, more intermediate steps will be required). The only way to accomplish within our assumptions about GEN is for one of the losers in (26) to win. But both are harmonically bounded by the winner, which means that no ranking of these constraints can make winners of them.
The harmonic bounding in (26) can be broken by introducing another constraint that favors one of the losers over the unwanted winner. One plausible option is NO-MEDIAL-CONTOUR (NO-MC), which favors (26)b over (26)a. It has to be ranked below INITIAL-PLATEAU, since creating the plateau produces a medial contour tone. But if it dominates NO-SKIP(tone) and NO-FLOAT, it can force simplification of the contour tone created at step 1 by delinking the H part of the contour:
At the next step, the floating H needs to reassociate with the third syllable, but that is impossible under this ranking. The problem (see tableau (28)) is that reassociating the floating H violates NO-MEDIAL-CONTOUR, while the floating H itself violates only NO-SKIP(tone) and NO-FLOAT. As we just saw in (27), these constraints have to be ranked below NO-MEDIAL-CONTOUR to get step 2 to work right.
Clearly, introducing NO-MEDIAL-CONTOUR does not in general help to map underlying representations with linked tones onto the actual surface tone pattern of Kikuyu. With or without this constraint, the HS analysis only works reliably when underlying representations are limited to unassociated tones. Because analyses in HS depend on assumptions about GEN as well as CON, we need to check whether tweaking our assumptions about GEN will lead to a solution. A natural idea is to provide GEN with a -flop‖ operation that is capable of reassociating a tone from one syllable to another in a single step. If such an operation were available at step 2, it would add another relevant candidate to those listed in (27). This candidate, which is shown in (29)c, is no improvement -in fact, it is harmonically bounded by (29)b, which has no changes at all. (29)
Step 2 from /paL taH kaL saH/ with flop L H L H    pa ta ka sa
With further expansion of the power of GEN -minimally, allowing it to affect multiple tones and association lines in a single step -it would in principle be possible to get around this problem, simply by offering the final output as a candidate at step 1. Needless to say, we would then have blurred the distinction between HS's and P-OT's GEN components into invisibility.
The results attributable to HS, particularly the desirable results noted in section 1, depend on maintaining a sharp distinction between these two theories of GEN.
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Yet another possibility is that underlying representations with linked tones map not to actual surface forms but rather to the null output. Prince & Smolensky (1993 /2004 propose that the null output, which we will indicate here with the symbol ʘ, is a member or every candidate set. It has no phonological form, so it satisfies every markedness constraint. It also has an undefined relationship with the input, so it satisfies every faithfulness constraint (Wolf & McCarthy 2009 ).
In parallel OT, optimality of ʘ means that the underlying form has no corresponding surface form. Hence, ʘ is often invoked in discussions of paradigmatic gaps. In HS, optimality of ʘ at any step of the derivation terminates the derivation at that step, again with no surface form. It is a fact about HS that ʘ can only be optimal at the very first step of the derivation. Suppose a non-null candidate O is optimal at Step 1. Obviously, O is more harmonic than ʘ. t Step 2, O is still in the candidate set, as the faithful candidate. Since O is more harmonic than ʘ, ʘ cannot be optimal at Step 2 either. y the logic of harmonic improvement, the optima at succeeding steps are more harmonic than their predecessors, so it can never be the case that ʘ is optimal at step n>1.
The only constraint that ʘ violates is called MPARSE, and no other candidate violates this constraint. Let C denote the set of constraints that dominate MPARSE in the grammar of some language. The constraints in C are effectively inviolable in that language, because ʘ beats any candidates that violates them. If all other candidates from some input violate constraints in C, then ʘ is optimal and there is no output from that input.
For ʘ to be useful in solving the ROT problem in ikuyu, it must at a minimum be nonoptimal at step 1 when the underlying representation has unlinked tones but optimal at step 1 when the underlying representation has linked tones. Specifically, we need to add the candidate ʘ to tableaux (18) and (25), ranking MPARSE in such a way that ʘ is optimal in the latter but not the former. This turns out to be impossible, as examination of tableaux (30) and (31) reveals.
When the underlying representation has unlinked tones, as in (30), ʘ must not win at Step 1, since this underlying representation leads eventually to a surface form. ecause ʘ obeys all constraints except MPARSE, MPARSE must dominate every constraint that the intended winner violates. Among these constraints is INITIAL-PLATEAU:
When the underlying representation has linked tones, as in (31), then ʘ should be the optimum. ut for ʘ to be optimal, the opposite ranking of these two constraints is required:
When the underlying representation is unlinked, as in (30), no non-null candidate satisfies INITIAL-PLATEAU. To prevent ʘ from winning, then, MPARSE has to dominate INITIAL-PLATEAU. When the underlying representation is fully linked, as in (31), then the faithful candidate violates INITIAL-PLATEAU and no other constraint. To ensure that ʘ wins, then, INITIAL-PLATEAU has to dominate MPARSE. So ʘ offers no solution to the problem of accommodating lexically linked tones in an HS analysis of Kikuyu.
In contrast, underlying tone associations present no difficulties for a P-OT analysis. As long as IDENT(tone) is ranked low enough, underlying representations with linked and unlinked tones map to the same outputs. Precisely because IDENT(tone) is bottom-ranked, the markedness constraints overwhelm any faithfulness effects and thereby fully determine the tonal pattern of the output, regardless of whether or how tones are linked in the input. Tableaux (32) and (33) illustrate:
Why do P-OT and HS analyses differ so sharply in their ability to accommodate underlying representations with linked tones? Why is it that one is able to accomplish the mapping in (34) (repeated from (24)), while the other is not? The answer to this question is that the relationship between an underlying form and its surface form is different in P-OT and HS. In P-OT, a surface form is the most harmonic candidate derived from its underlying form. In HS, a surface form is the most harmonic candidate derived from the form that preceded it in the derivation, which is the most harmonic candidate derived from its predecessor, and so on, all the way back to the underlying form. Whether a particular surface form is accessible from some underlying form in HS depends on whether there is a series of intermediate optima linking them by a succession of small changes. The mapping in (34) is impossible for the HS analysis because there is no such series of optima, as we saw when we attempted to construct one in (25) patakasa There is clearly a problem for HS here. One obvious solution to this problem is to prohibit linked tones in the Kikuyu lexicon. This is in fact the solution we adopt, but it cannot be true of the lexicon of Kikuyu alone -it must be true of every language or not at all. A fundamental premise of OT is that languages differ in constraint ranking. The null hypothesis is that languages differ only in constraint ranking. Lexica are language-particular, of course, but all systematic differences between languages are expressed by the grammar. This thesis is called richness of the base (ROTB), because it holds that the base (= original input to the grammar) is rich in the sense that it is not subject to any language-particular restrictions.
ROTB rules out a fairly standard pre-OT analytic move of saying that tones are underlyingly unlinked in languages where tone association is fully predictable, such as Kikuyu, but they are underlyingly linked in languages where tone association is unpredictable, such as Japanese (discussed in the next section). If we are to say that tones are underlyingly unlinked in the lexicon of Kikuyu, as the argument just presented shows, then we are obliged under ROTB to say that they are underlyingly unlinked in all languages.
Although our reasons for taking this position are novel, the position itself is not. According to Odden (1995: 468) , -The view that tones and segments are underlyingly separated was pursued in early autosegmental phonology to the point that in Goldsmith (1976b) there are no lexical linkings between tones and vowels.‖ Lexical tone association was seen as unnecessary, and hence excluded by Occamite reasoning. The assumptions that made it unnecessary are also relevant to our proposal, as the next section will show.
Lexical tone association: Evidence and response

Introduction
Tone association is not always entirely predictable from simple phonological principles like those operative in Kikuyu. A language with left-to-right one-to-one tone association might have medial contour tones in certain words. Often, observations like these are just an indication that the analyst has oversimplified: the medial contour tones might have arisen from merged syllables.
It will sometimes happen, though, that the familiar phonological resources are insufficient to account for certain irregularities. In such cases, a surface contrast in tone association has to be encoded in the lexicon. We have argued that direct encoding is not an option. What alternatives are available to us?
In the early autosegmental literature, apparent contrasts in tone association were sometimes attributed to contrasts in the tone melody. In Etung, for example, there are contrasting tone patterns like ákpùgà ‗money' versus ésébè ‗sand'. 6 If these words are assumed to have the same HL tone melody, then underlying tone association would seem unavoidable. In Goldsmith's (1976b: 221ff.) analysis of Etung, however, these words are claimed to have different melodies: HL in ákpùgà and HHL in ésébè. If these are the underlying representations, then tone association can be determined by the grammar with no assistance from the lexicon. In 5.2, we analyze Venda in these terms, showing how ROTB actually forces this sort of analysis.
There is also a tradition of work on tone in Bantu and Japanese that posits diacritic accent (Goldsmith 1976b , 1984b , Haraguchi 1977 , Hyman & Byarushengo 1980 , Hyman 1981 , Odden 1982 , 1985 . A diacritic accent is a phonetically uninterpretable lexical feature of a vowel (or mora). It attracts a particular tone, H or L in the analyses cited. In the literature on Bantu, the primary purpose of the diacritic accent is to allow for a modular system in which the locations of tones can be manipulated by rules prior to insertion of tone melodies (Goldsmith 1982: 48) . In the literature on Japanese, however, diacritic accent is primarily used to mark contrasts in tone association, so Japanese will receive our attention in 5.3.
A third possible source of tone-association contrasts will be mentioned here for completeness but will not be discussed further. When contrasts emerge because different parts of the lexicon are subject to different regularities, lexical indexation of ranking and/or constraints may be the best analysis (Inkelas 1999 : 143, Pater 2000 , and others).
Venda
Venda has been cited as a Bantu language with an unusually wide range of contrasting tone patterns (Kisseberth & Odden 2003: 59) . It has also provided the basis for an explicit argument in support of underlying tone association (Cassimjee 1992: 77--80) . It therefore merits our close attention as representative of the kinds of challenges a theory without underlying tone association must face.
Here, we reanalyze the Venda evidence in HS under ROTB. ROTB not only forces HS to ban underlying tone associations, but it also rules out a key assumption that made underlying tone association necessary in the first place: the assumption that underlying representations are subject to the Obligatory Contour Principle (OCP), which prohibits adjacent identical tones (Goldsmith 1976b , Leben 1973 . We argue instead that, although the OCP controls aspects of surface form, it does not and cannot control underlying forms. Once this argument is in place, the need for underlying tone association in Venda disappears. Venda has two tones, H and L. In noun stems, every combination of H and L is possible (Cassimjee 1992) . Thus, monosyllabic nouns are H or L, disyllabic nouns are HH, LL, HL, or LH, and so on. There is complete attestation of the eight possible patterns in trisyllables, and nearly complete attestation of the 16 possible patterns in quadrisyllabic stems. Cassimjee (1992: 77--80) uses this system of contrasts to argue for underlying tonal association. Her argument starts with a claim about the representation of high tone in Venda: tautomorphemic sequences of H autosegments are prohibited. The evidence for this claim comes from the process known as -Meeussen's Rule‖ (Goldsmith 1984a and much subsequent work). Meeussen's Rule is a dissimilatory process that changes the second of two adjacent H tones into L. When a stem containing several high-toned syllables in a row undergoes Meeussen's Rule, all of the high-toned syllables become low: Since HLH can be associated with a stem in at least two distinct, contrasting ways, lexically specified tone association would appear to be indispensible.
This argument rests on the assumption that the lexical representations of morphemes do not contain sequences of H autosegments. In other words, OCP(H) is a morpheme-structure constraint of Venda (Cassimjee 1992: 122) . But OCP(H) is also active dynamically, in the course of phonological derivations. In Cassimjee's analysis, it is responsible for fusion of adjacent Hs between some prefixes and the stem in verbs (Cassimjee 1992: 124, 324) . Furthermore, Meeussen's Rule has also been attributed to OCP(H), because it eliminates sequences of adjacent H tones dissimilatorily (Myers 1987, 1997 and others) . When a phonological constraint has these dual roles -as a passive restriction on underlying morphemes and as an active participant in derivations -we have what is known as the Duplication Problem (Clayton 1976 , Kenstowicz & Kisseberth 1977 . The Duplication Problem is a problem because the analysis misses a generalization: two different grammatical components have the same constraint, with only its functions differing.
ROT is OT's solution to the Duplication Problem (see McCarthy 2002: 71--76 for an explanation). By denying the existence of language-particular constraints on the lexicon, ROTB eliminates the possibility of this duplication. In the present instance, ROTB entails the possibility of lexical items with underlying tone sequences like HHLH and HLHH. Indeed, those can be exactly the tones of the lexical items in (37). In other words, a putative contrast in tonal association is reanalyzed as a contrast in tones themselves. Lexical association of tones is not necessary.
The principal challenge to this analysis is the Meeussen's Rule evidence in (35). If [gókóshòmbá] has separate H tones on its first two syllables, why does Meeussen's Rule lower both of them? The answer is that there are two H tones in the lexicon, but there is only one H by the time Meeussen's Rule comes into effect because sequences of H tones on adjacent syllables have already fused to satisfy OCP(H), defined as follows: (38) OCP(H) (after Myers 1987: 154) Assign one violation mark for every pair of H autosegments that are adjacent on their tier and linked to adjacent syllables. Although it compels fusion later on, OCP(H) does not affect one-to-one left-to-right association at the initial stages of the derivation. That is because it is ranked below all of the constraints that are responsible for that pattern of association, as shown in tableau (39):
This derivation continues in the same vein, eventually producing [gókóshòmbá], with oneto-one association between tones and syllables:
(40) /gokoshomba, HHLH/ after step 4 H H L H      gokoshomba Now that all of the constraints ranked higher than OCP(H) have been satisfied, attention turns to it. The OCP evokes various responses in the world's languages, and among them is fusion of the offending elements (Boersma 1998 , Keer 1999 , Myers 1987 , Yip 1988 . Fusion or coalescence of identical elements violates no faithfulness constraints except UNIFORMITY (McCarthy & Prince 1995: 371) . We propose that OCP(H) dominates UNIFORMITY in Venda, so (40) is transformed into a representation where a single H autosegment is associated with the first two syllables:
All stem-internal sequences of H autosegments will fuse in this fashion. For example, the underlying representation of bólóngóndó is /bolongondo, HHHH/ with three OCP(H) violations at step 4 of its derivation. These violations are removed in three steps, each of which effects fusion of one pair of adjacent Hs. The order in which these tones fuse is indeterminate, but the final result is a single H linked to four syllables. Meeussen's Rule -that is, dissimilation of H to L -competes with fusion as a way of satisfying OCP(H). In nouns, there is a clear division of responsibility, with fusion intramorphemically and dissimilation intermorphemically. 9 The key to the analysis is that fusion is preferred to dissimilation because IDENT(H) dominates UNFORMITY(H). But hetermorphemic fusion is blocked by the constraint MORPHDIS (abbreviated MDIS), which prohibits morphemes from sharing segments, tones, or other phonological elements (Keer 1999 : 53, McCarthy & Prince 1995 . Tableau (42) illustrates with a schematic example of a heteromorphemic sequence of high tones. Dissimilation in (42)a competes against fusion in (42)c. Since this H sequence arises across word boundary, merger is blocked by MORPHDIS and dissimilation prevails.
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(42) Meeussen's Rule At step 3 from /SS,HL/ after H-final word
A final detail. Some sort of cyclic analysis is required to account for cases like (35) where a H-final word is followed by a noun whose underlying representation begins in an H sequence. The stem-internal H sequence is merged on the first or lexical cycle, and then it dissimilates when the preceding H becomes visible on the second or postlexical cycle: Wolf (2008) for a demonstration of how the cycle can be incorporated into a serial version of OT similar to HS.
As we saw in the last section, ROTB forces the conclusion that tone associations are universally absent from the lexicon. This conclusion is challenged by the complex tonal patterns of nouns in Venda, which seem to require lexical associations. But ROTB forces the analysis to include tone melodies that eliminate the need for lexical associations. In short, ROTB not only creates the problem but also solves it.
Japanese 11
Tokyo Japanese has a well-known surface contrast in tone association. For example, kokoro-ga ‗heart-Subj' and atama-ga ‗head-Subj' have the same HL tone melody, but differently aligned:
   kokoroga atamaga According to Poser (1984) , this surface contrast is derived from an underlying contrast in where the H is associated:
(45) Lexical contrast in tone association H H      kokoro atama If correct, this would obviously put paid to our claim that lexical tone associations are prohibited universally.
There is a competing hypothesis. According to Haraguchi (1977) , this contrast is represented lexically with a diacritic accent, indicated here with a superimposed x: /koko ro/ versus /atama /. Unlike a tone, a diacritic accent is a phonetically uninterpretable feature. Its effect on the surface representation is thus always indirect, mediated by the grammar. The grammar of Tokyo Japanese associates H with moras that bear this feature. Because a diacritic accent is not a tone but rather only a possible harbinger of a tone, it does not present the same difficulties for our HS analysis of Kikuyu as lexically associated tones do. Suppose that that there is a constraint ACCENT→H that requires accents to be realized as high tones:
Assign one violation mark for every accent that is not associated with a high tone. Moras that bear accents lexically receive H from the grammar because of this constraint. That is why Japanese has contrasts in tone association like (44).
Because of ROTB, Kikuyu can also have lexical items with diacritic accents. But this does not lead to contrasts in tone association in Kikuyu because ACCENT→H is ranked too low to matter. For example, imagine that the suffix / r-ɛ/ is accented on the first syllable, and consider whether this would interfere with selecting the correct winner in tableau (20). Tableau (47) includes (20)'s winner and two candidates that ACCENT→H favors. It also shows the ineffectiveness of ACCENT→H when it is ranked low.
Tableau (47) shows that HS can deal with lexical accent, even though it cannot deal with lexical tone association. The difference is that lexical accents can simply be ignored when ACCENT→H when is ranked low, but even ranking IDENT(tone) low is not enough to ensure that lexical tone associations will be ignored, as we saw in section 4. A lexical accent and ACCENT→H constitute a request for a particular kind of structure; they are not the structure itself. This is an important distinction.
Before embracing diacritic accent as the lexical representation of (some) contrasts in tone association, we need to address the arguments in Poser (1984) and Pulleyblank (1986) against a diacritic treatment of accent. Poser (1984: 37) presents an argument from parsimony. Tokyo Japanese should be analyzed with lexically linked tones, as in (45), rather than diacritic accents because lexically linked tones are required in other languages to represent contrasts that cannot be analyzed with diacritics. Since lexically linked tones are sufficient to analyze Japanese, so the argument goes, parsimony demands that diacritic accents be dispensed with. Obviously, this argument has no force if underlying tonal associations are disallowed universally.
Another argument is that positing an accentual diacritic entails a sharp typological distinction between accentual and tonal languages (Pulleyblank 1986: 158--161) : accentual languages like Japanese have the diacritic and tonal languages like Kikuyu do not. In reality, there is no sharp typological split between accentual and tonal languages (see Hyman 2009 for a recent review of the evidence). According to this argument, then, the accentual diacritic predicts a nonexistent typological difference.
Although this type of argument may be valid in the rule-based framework in which it was first made, it does not carry over to OT or by extension HS. In OT, typology emerges from ranking permutation. Typology does not come from differences in underlying representations; that is the point of ROTB. All languages have the possibility of accentual diacritics, but their grammars differ in the ranking of constraints that control overt realization of the diacritics, such as ACCENT→H. Depending on how those constraints are ranked, a language might seem more -accentual‖, like Tokyo Japanese, or more -tonal‖, like Kikuyu or Venda, but there will be no sharp typological difference. Whenever a phenomenon is controlled by multiple interacting constraints, as tone is, the typological space will contain many possibilities rather than just two.
Another objection to accentual diacritics is that they enjoy no independent support from the existence of stress-marking diacritics (Pulleyblank 1986: 156) . Stress diacritics usually mark the heads of metrical constituents. The objection is that tonal diacritics do not mark heads. But there is a body of recent work arguing that the constituents defined by autosegmental spreading are headed (Cassimjee & Kisseberth 1997 , 1998 , Cole & Kisseberth 1995a , b, McCarthy 2004 , Smolensky 1997 . The notion that a diacritic can mark metrical or tonal heads does not seem so outlandish after all.
Perhaps the most compelling objection to accentual diacritics is also the one that is most clearly an empirical claim. Pulleyblank (1986: 154--157) describes a prediction that follows from diacritic accent. Since the accent diacritic and the tone that realizes it are distinct entities, it is in principle possible for a tone coming from one morpheme (A in (48)) to be realized on an accented syllable in a different morpheme (B in (48) ). This process could be straightforwardly analyzed in a theory with diacritic accent, but not in a theory where accent is represented by a lexically linked tone. If this process is unattested, as Pulleyblank assumes, then this is a strong argument against the diacritic accent theory. (48) A truly accentual process (after Pulleyblank 1986: 157) [
In fact, this supposedly impossible process actually occurs in Kansai Japanese compound nouns. To show this, we first need to present some background information.
Kansai nouns fall into two lexically specified tonal classes, HL and LHL. The location of accent -in Kansai, the rightmost syllable with which H is associated -must also be specified lexically for each noun. Here are some examples in surface form with the accented syllable underlined: (49) Tonal and accentual contrasts in Kansai-ben (Haraguchi 1999: 16-- rd syllable kamina ri ‗thunder' When two nouns are joined in a compound, the entire compound has just a single HL or LHL melody. The underlying melody of the first member is preserved and that of the second member is lost (Haraguchi 1977: 95) . But, as the N 1 +N 2 colun in (50) shows, this melody is realized on the lexically-specified accent of the compound's second member (unless that would put H on the final syllable).
13 This is exactly the scenario in (48), a scenario that is consistent with marking the accented syllables by a diacritic, but not with marking them by a prelinked H. In summary, we have argued that diacritic accent is a viable alternative to underlying tone-TBU association. Indeed, if Kansai compound accent is an authentic example of the phenomenon in (48), diacritic accent may even be superior.
14 This is important to our overall result because, as we showed in section 4, lexical tone linking is problematic for HS under our assumptions about GEN and CON, but diacritic accent is not.
Conclusion
Any interesting linguistic theory has unanticipated consequences. Harmonic Serialism is interesting because it has led to a body of interesting results (summarized in McCarthy to appear). Among its unanticipated consequences is its incompatibility with lexical tone linking in languages like Kikuyu where tone association is completely predictable.
As we noted in the introduction, the results in this paper converge with the conclusions about lexical marking of metrical feet in HS in McCarthy & Pruitt (to appear) . This convergence is no accident. In both cases, we are dealing with phonological distinctions that are represented structurally. Furthermore, in both cases there are languages where the properties of that structure are fully predictable, though there are also others where they are not. Most importantly, in both cases there are constraints favoring full parsing of the structure: with metrical feet, the primary full-parsing constraint is PARSE-SYLLABLE, and with tone the constraints are HAVE-TONE and NO-FLOAT. Lexical structure is a parse, and removing it degrades performance on these constraints. In HS, where the removal of unwanted structure and the introduction of new structure cannot occur simultaneously, lexical structure may prove itself invulnerable precisely because of these pro-parsing constraints.
Dealing with this consequence of HS led us to explore alternative ways of lexically encoding unpredictable tone association, and this brought us back to ideas that were prevalent in earlier work on tone: lexical violation of the OCP and diacritic accent. We argued that these alternatives are not only viable but may be preferable to lexical tone linking. Obviously, there is much more to be said on this topic, and there is a vast literature on accent and its relationship to tone. But that is for future research.
